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Marian Coe. Eve)s Mountain. N.p.: Southlore Press, 1998. 362 pages.
Paperback. $14.95.
For many readers of Appalachian Heritage, Marian Coe's Eve)s Mountain
will be an excursion into familiar geographical-but unfamiliar literaryterritory. Unlike most books reviewed here, Coe's work is not cultural
history, or sociology, or economics, or even "serious" literary art. It's a
popular mystery with a large dose of romance, and it would seem to lend
itself more to a television miniseries than to a discussion of Appalachian
literature. Regardless of literary tastes and principles, however, what
recommends the story to Appalachian Heritage readers is the setting, a
summer community in the southern Appalachians. Because the setting is
dealt with sensitively and seriously-and because it is thoroughly integrated
into the plot-the book deserves our attention. And once acclimated to
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Coe's mountains, readers may well find this well-crafted romance an
enjoyable summer indulgence.
At the story's center is Alexander Kingston, a jet-setting North
Carolina businessman now retired from a long and adventurous career.
But he can find neither rest nor peace-and maybe he deserves none.
Many believe that forty years earlier he had murdered his young wife in a
drunken rage, then, apparently to escape prosecution, bought the scene
of the crime, Eve's Mountain. There he built his retreat, Capstone, hired
many local people, treated his neighbors generously, and even promised
never to develop the mountain. Intensifying the mystery is the fact that
Kingston himself doesn't know if he killed his Eve. In either case, the
mountain has become a shrine to his one true love, and hence inviolable;
and his relationship with the locals is a happy feudalism.
But once Kingston is disabled by a stroke, his children, embittered by
their father's ongoing dedication to the dead and his equally persistent
neglect of the living, take charge. Under their care, or lack of it, family
policy changes, and the mountain-along with the community it has created and sheltered-stands in jeopardy. Although Coe avoids creating an
obvious villain, Kingston's manipulative daughter Tory suggests that role
plainly enough. Indeed, the only person capable of keeping Tory's rancor
in check is her elder brother Zack, but his position concerning his father's
affairs is simple: avoidance. Thus the stricken senior Kingston would be
at the mercy of Tory's vengeance and Zack's indifference were it not for
our heroine, Selena Hart. Selena is a nurse-psychologist on the run from
problems of her own. She is hiding out in the Blue Ridge to avoid her
emotionally abusive husband, the Colorado police, and her own guilt over
the death of her autistic son. To keep trouble at bay, she needs to stay in
the mountains, and that means finding work. So she hires on to rehabilitate Alexander King-ston. Having taken that position, she finds herself
caught between a rock and a hard place: on one side is a rich old family,
festering with greed and resent-ment, to whom she owes professional
allegiance; on the other side rests a pristine mountain community,
suddenly imperiled by unprincipled land development.
From there, the plot develops somewhat sensationally, predictably,
but with superabundant subplots to keep the pages flipping. Of special
interest to Appalachian Heritage readers is the fact that Coe has done her
homework. To her credit, she avoids any of the more obvious social agendas.
Instead, she writes credibly, with sensitivity and critical acuity, about the
tension between Appalachian natives, tourists, and summer residents. She
also writes with an informed sense of history about the region itself, about
the positive and negative aspects of change, and about the interrelatedness
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of people and place. So while one may not sense here the full integration
of Appalachian elements, as one does, for example, in work by Wendell
Berry or Gurney Norman, the extent to which Coe informs as well
as delights her readers is noteworthy for a popular novel. If at times
the historical and sociological elements read like interjected set pieces, at
least they are set pieces well chosen and in keeping with the focus of
the book.
My main criticism of the book is more related to the genre than to
Coe's often impressive performance: the plethora of subplots distracts
from the thematic focus of the novel. Now it may be that that readers of this
kind of fiction are accustomed to several stories within the story. If so, they
should be delighted with Eve)s Mountain. Coe delivers, in addition to the
Kingston family chronicles and Selena's great escape, a dozen other strains,
including the emotionally empty sexual encounters of Tory, the reappearance of Zack's former lover, the saga of Alexander's second son (later
revealed not to be), the Lolita-like sexual relationship between a Wall
Street Journal stringer and the local Reba McEntyre wannabee, and many
more. While Coe does a craftsman's job of weaving these stories into the
whole, they nevertheless dissipate the moral and artistic focus of the story
and also diminish the range of appropriate audiences for the book. For
example, while portraying Tory Kingston's mercenary use of her sexuality,
it is necessary to establish her growing neuroses and to make believable her
twisted relationship with her father. A good many scenes and story lines
seem gratuitous from other than a commercial perspective.
So we're left to ponder the logic of literary choices. A popular novelist
colleague recently told me that his publisher was very pleased with the first
draft of his new novel. "But," his publisher stated, " you'll need to add a
hundred thousand words." We don't know if that happened here, but it is
clear that much material in the book, though integrated, is not integral.
Nevertheless, we admire Coe's craft and empathize with her predicament:
serious fiction is measured by unity, grace, and concision, while the recent
trend in popular fiction is toward long novels with plenty of easy gratification
on each page. Maybe the tension between serious Appalachian writing and
popular viability is yet another element, another subplot, of Eve)s Mountain.
-William Jolliff
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